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Stoneley Waves in Anisotropic Media 
WAVES at the interface betwoen two isotropic solid half. 
spaces subject to continuity of stress and displacement 
were first studied by Stoneley1 in 1924 and subsequently 
by other geophysicists, notably Sezawa and Kanai 2 • 

In 194 7, Scholto3 discussed the range of existence of such 
waves and Owen• has shown that. out of 900 isotropic 
materials, only thirty combinations provide an interface 
along which a Stonoley wave can propagate. 
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2(c11 + 2c12)/3(c11 - c12) = 5·92 and 2c44/(c11 - c12} =y = 1·52. 
It can be seen that there is a wide range of geometries 
for which an interface wave may be propagated. Morfl
OVflr, for all geometries examined, thp, interface wave 
velocity is found to lie between the higher free surface 
(generalized Rayleigh) wave Yelocity and the slowest 
bulk wave velocity along the chosen wave normal when 
referred to the cube axes of either crystal. 

It is of particular interest that for any symmetrical 
caRe <:p 1 = - <:p 2 joO, when the wave vector bisects the anglo 
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crystal is elliptic with components attenu
ated with distance normal to the interface; 
tho resultant displacement at the interface 
is purely longitudinal, however. For the 
m edium cited a bove and for c;> 1 = - cp 2 =5°, 
typical displacement components are shown 
in Fig. 2 and it is dear that all component 
amplitudes dcca.y with depth to negligible 

Tz: LOWEll TRANSVERSE value in a few wavelengths. As o:p 1 = q:> 2-+0, 
BULK WAVE the penetration of the interface wave into 

the solid increMcs. Because of the ease of 
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detection of longitudinal displacement, this 
type of wave may provo useful in devices. 

Fig. 1 also shows that each curve of 
constant <p 1 gradually merges wit.h the 
slowest bulk wave curve at some 'Pz < 0; 
this is consistent with a result of Burridg1~6 • 
Also, the terminal point of any q:> 1 curve 
corresponds with the merging of the 
interface wave with the slowest bulk 

:!>'!g. 1. Velocities v.(cp,,q>,) of generalized Stoncley waves for y-1·52. 
wave; for example, v,(20°, -10°)=v,(l0°, 
-20°). 

'Vo report here some calculations for waves at an inter
face between two anisotropic media, namely, two crystal
line half-spaces of cubic symmetry but different orienta· 
tion. The results indicate that there are many geometrical 
dispositions which allow a generalized Stoneloy wave to be 
propagated. The interface is chosen as a (0,0,1) plane 
for each crystal and we consider waves with a real phaso 
velocity or slowness along an arbitrary direction in tho 
interface which makes anglefi r:p 1 and <:p 2 with the (1,0,0) 
axes of the crystals. The anglo between tho two (1,0,0) 
axes is thus cp1- cp 2. 

In general, algebraic complexity prohibits an explicit 
expression for the velocity of tho interface wave; a numeri
cal method, however, described by Lim and Farnell", 
ha.s been extended and used to find tho appropriate root 
of the velocity equation. Calculations have been per
formed for a range of media having stiffnessos c11 and 
c12 flqnn,J to those of copper, while the remaining ::;hear 
sliffness c44 was arbitrary. 

.Fig. 1 shows a plot of the values for tho velocily 
Vs(cp 10 cp 2} of the generalized Stoneley wave for various 
(c;>,q:> 2 ) when the half-spaces havn stiffncssefi such that 
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Amplitude ofdisplace,ment components T.Tt tiS t1 function of depth. 
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of q:>1 - cp 2 

reduced. 

When <p 1 and r:p 2 have like signs, the range 
for which interface waves exist appears to he 

Increase of the anisotropy factor y reduces the angular 
range <:p 1 - <p 2 within which interface wave solutions can he 
found. Such a solution exists, however, for a hypothetical 
m edium .in which the shear stiffness c44 exceeds the bulk 
stiffnes::; (1:11 + 2c12}/i:l. 

The energy fluxos of all the ,,·aves have been found to 
be parallel to the interface. 

A moro detailed account of this work is iu preparation 
and will be presented olse1vherE'. 
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Influence of Shock Deformation on the 
Transverse Magnetoresistivity 
of Polycrystalline Iron 
MAGNETORF.STS'l'rvrry in a metal has boon found to he 
infiueuced by anisotropic defect di::;tr·ibul.ions 1 • 2 , This 
effect cu.n be obtained only from dislocation distributions 
which arc anisotropic in u. region of a.t most the si,.;o of the 
electronic orbits in tho applied magnetic field. In tho 
following work, we investigate the severe deformation 
region, whore the high density of dislocations results in a 
distortion of crystal symmetry. 

Tho flying plate techniquo3 was used in shock loading, 
allowmg for both the magnilude and geometry of the 
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